
Bring the Cinema Home.

139cm (55”)

The LG Smart TV is the first of its kind. It brings a striking cinematic color scheme right
inside your homes. With Full HD, its 64-inch screen offers visual clarity and detail that is sure
to captivate you. The TV's design is also crafted for minimalistic elegance, featuring a delicate
borderless display with ultra-slim bezels.

This amazing 32” LED TV delivers a cinematic feel to your video viewing experience. The LG
Smart TV features Chroma Boost Picture Engine, our proprietary image tuning technology
that enhances the overall picture to deliver extraordinarily life-like visuals. From streaming
content from Netflix and Amazon Prime Video, to watching your favourite daytime show or
football match, this screen is perfect for any occasion.

With SLED technology, LG's  SLED tvs offers a wider (almost double) color gamut than
most of the other OLED 4K displays on the market. With lifelike pictures, vivid and

accurate color reproduction and an exceptional viewing experience, you'll be
experiencing high definition like never before.

Experience a Revolutionary 4K Display Technology

LG LM57 43 FHD TV

World's First SLED™ Technology



TÜV Rheinland Low Blue Light Certified
The LG Super UHD TV has a stunningly beautiful 31.5" screen that is designed to enter

your room and make everything you can see on-screen, look bigger and better.
With High Dynamic Range (HDR) Technology, the LG Smart TV gives you brighter
whites and deeper blacks, so you can enjoy not only a gorgeous picture but also a

more vivid entertainment experience in your living room

Premium Bezel-less Design
The LG LED TV is a bezel-less series of high-quality, smart and connected LED TVs 
with metal frames. The screens are optimized with the latest access to premium 

content and apps, including a full web browser.

Cinematic Sound
Experience your favorite movies and shows with 
a thrilling sound experience.

24W Quad Stereo Speakers with Dolby Audio
When you’re the center of attention, nothing matters more than the sound. With a 

separate silk dome tweeter and dynamic full-range speaker, the 24W built-in speaker 
unit fully extends the high frequency range and delivers an exceptional bass

and clear vocals.

Google Play Store
Explore 5000+ apps, enjoy games, movies,
music, and much more.


